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Tomsk is student
capital of Russia

Every fourth resident of Tomsk
is studying or working at a university

Tomsk is 3rd
in Russia
with the
biggest amount
of students
in the city!

tsu.ru
inter.tsu.ru

Admissions team
We are here to help you
finding the most suitable
education!
int.admissions@mail.tsu.ru

facebook.com/Tomsk.Uni
twitter.com/TomskUni
instagram.com/tsu_uni

TSU is the largest classical university
in the Asian part of Russia. TSU
has climbed over 100 positions and
reached 377th position in QS World
University Rankings 2016!

studentcenter.tsu.ru
facebook.com/groups/tomskonline/

DEVELOPING SIBERIA
DEVELOPING THE WORLD

«Not accessible
and dangerous»
«Eternal
Winter»

It is true that during winter
period temperature can fall 30
degrees below zero, which is
not critical since there is low
humidity and this makes winters
not so harsh. To the contrary,
late spring, summer and early
autumn are warm. Moreover,
each season has its own beauty
you must experience!

«Bears
on the street»

QS World
TSU online volunteer
team will give you a better
inside to the city
and tourist attractions

Myths
about Siberia

TSU entered the top 400
World Universities

QS EECA
20th position in QS:
Emerging Europe
and Central Asia

QS BRICS
43th position
in QS BRICS

RUR
TSU entered the top 250
World Universities in
Round University Ranking

It is true that in unpopulated
areas of Taiga or in the
Western Sayan Mountains or
to the remote Chara Sands
desert there are some bears.
However, Tomsk
or Novosibirsk cities are far
away from those places
and it is even hard to imagine
bears coming to the city.

It is believed that Siberia
is remote, dangerous and
isolated place. Also, main
cities such as Tomsk and
Novosibirsk are far from the
capital, Moscow. It is true
that it takes 4 hours by plain
to get to Tomsk but still it is
one of the youngest cities in
terms of student population.
Moreover, there are many
tourist popular destinations
such as Altai Mountains and
the Baikal Lake. Everything
is easy to access by
plane or train.

Campus

What can you do at TSU?

Tourism

3. Study Bachelor’s
and Master’s (English
or Russian taught)

STUDENT
RESIDENCE
HALL «PARUS»

Double
& Triple
Rooms

1. Learn Russian!
Preparatory faculty

Study
Rooms

Dining room
and Cafe

The main objectives
of the Department are:
1. study of the Russian
language for admission
to TSU and other
universities in Russia;
2. study of the language
of a chosen scientific
specialty profile; and
ntroduction to the
education system and
adaptation to living
conditions in the Russian
Federation.

Russian Language
Bachelor’s and Master’s
programmes
www.tsu.ru/education/

Distance courses
mooc.tsu.ru

2. Joint programmes

TSU SPORTS COMPLEX
(SWIMMING POOL, AEROBICS, YOGA,
MARTIAL ARTS, ETC.)

Centre for joint
international academic
programmes
en.cjiap.tsu.ru/

Applied Sciences
(Physics, Chemistry,
Biology)
• Computer Sciences
• Social Science
(Law, Psychology,
Economics,
Political Sciences)
• Humanities (Linguistics,
Historical Sciences,
Philosophy)
en.tsu.ru/admissions/
programmes_in_english.php

Moscow

•

4.Summer
and Winter Schools
•
•

•

•
•
•

Summer School
of Intensive Russian
The Heritage of Eurasia:
Past, Present and Future
(arts and culture in Siberia)
International Siberian
School (cross-cultural
business communicationand
management in Siberia)
Cross-cultural Communication in
Interpreting and Translation
Summer School
in Environmental Studies
The Summer IT School

int.admissions@mail.tsu.ru

Tomsk

Student
Opinions

These top tourists
attractions in
Siberia can inspire
a great Siberian
itinerary for
a memorable trip:

«
Valentina
Mellino :

Melikh
Buyukkoroglu:
I live in Tomsk third year
and study English philology.
Foreign languages studies
are not very good in Turkey,
my friend advised me
to go to Russia. Here I have
an opportunity to learn
two languages: English and
Russian. I like taking pictures
and posting views of Tomsk
to my parents. I especially
like the fact that there are
many trees in Tomsk.
For three years, I feel
almost Russian.

in Tomsk
« Iasarrived
an exchange student.
At the University of Naples
I study Russian language
and literature. If I am asked
where to study Russian
language and culture I would
definitely say ‘Tomsk’!
This city is not too big but
also not too small. Ideal
place for students.
I feel safe here that is why
I believe Tomsk Is an ideal
place to live in!

Siberia entered the TOP-50
most interesting international
tourist destinations, according
to the American magazine
for travelers ‘Travel + Leisure’.
It is noted that Tomsk
is a promising tourist center

The Vasyugan
Swamp, the
largest swamp
in the northern
hemisphere

The Lake Baikal, the
deepest and oldest lake
on Earth which
is considered one of
the clearest lakes in the
world and holds around
20 percent of the world’s
fresh water

Mountain Shoria,
rich in ores,
the Sayan Mountains,
a protected and
isolated area,
Khakassia with
numerous lakes
The Altay
Mountains,
a mountain
range

